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Resonant Intrachannel Pulse Interactions in
Dispersion-Managed Transmission Systems
Mark J. Ablowitz and Toshihiko Hirooka, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Nonlinear intrachannel interactions in a transmis-
sion system with strong periodic dispersion management are in-
vestigated. An analytical model that describes the fluctuation of
the temporal position and amplitude of the main signal and ghost
pulse generation at zero bits due to intrachannel crosstalk is de-
veloped. Intrachannel nonlinear effects are found to be a resonant
process which is induced by periodic forcing due to lumped ampli-
fication assisted by temporal phase matching. Explicit formulae to
estimate transmission impairments such as timing and amplitude
jitter are provided based on the analytical model. The role of dis-
tributed amplification to suppress intrachannel nonlinear effects is
also discussed. A more fundamental analytical framework which
enables one to evaluate intrachannel crosstalk over a wide regime
of system configurations is also presented.
Index Terms—Dispersion management, optical fiber communi-
cation, optical fiber nonlinearity.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSMISSION of return-to-zero (RZ) pulses in stronglydispersion-managed (DM) fibers is a key technology in
high bit rate optical communication systems. Strong dispersion
management is found to manage fiber nonlinearity and suppress
certain nonlinear effects such as self-phase modulation [1], [2]
and interchannel crosstalk in wavelength-division-multiplexed
(WDM) systems [3]–[5]. Such a system is, hence, commonly
referred to as quasi-linear. In quasi-linear transmission, how-
ever, residual nonlinearity induces intrachannel crosstalk
between adjacent pulses such as their frequency modulation
and energy exchange [6], [7]. This is because of their strong
overlap due to large pulsewidth breathing, associated with
a significant variation of local dispersion within a period of
dispersion management. Nonlinear intrachannel interactions
lead to serious transmission penalties such as fluctuation of the
temporal position and amplitude of the main signals (the “1s”)
[8]–[11] and ghost pulse generation at 0 bits [12]. Suppression
of intrachannel crosstalk is a key issue to overcome in order to
increase the channel bit rate to 40 Gb/s or beyond.
In this paper, we present an analytical model that describes
intrachannel nonlinear effects in quasi-linear transmission with
strong dispersion management where the local dispersion is
varying periodically and the average dispersion is close to
zero. Analysis for large and constant dispersion fibers without
periodic dispersion compensation was discussed in [13], [14].
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As we show in Sections III and IV, periodic dispersion man-
agement with small average dispersion [and further extended
in Section VII to average dispersion] results in a resonant
situation, so that the evolution of timing and amplitude jitter is
significantly different from those discussed in [13], [14]. The
strong resonance is introduced by the periodic forcing due to
lumped amplification whose period is synchronized with that of
dispersion management. The resonant condition is determined
by the temporal position of the interacting pulses, which cor-
responds to phase matching in the frequency domain. Indeed,
in the absence of amplification, the intrachannel crosstalk is
found to be reduced substantially. In [8], [9], a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) were obtained for calculating
frequency and amplitude change due to intrachannel crosstalk
in periodically DM systems, and then numerically integrated
to compute the timing shift and energy change for a fixed bit
pattern. Here, we show that the change of the mean frequency,
temporal position, and energy of the main signal as well as
the amplitude of the ghost pulse grows linearly with respect to
distance. The growth rate is obtained as an explicit formula,
which allows us to estimate timing and amplitude jitter in pseu-
dorandom bit sequences without need to solve large systems of
ODEs. The analytical results compare favorably with the results
of direct numerical simulation of the full system. Furthermore,
we will outline a multiple scale analysis from which the above
theory follows. The multiple scale analysis allows one, in
principle, to integrate over longer distances. The analytical
framework based on multiple scales covers a wide variety of
types of dispersion management including highly dispersed
systems [13], [14] and such as those in long-haul dense WDM
systems with suitable predispersion and/or postdispersion
compensation, where the average dispersion is nonzero in
general because of dispersion slope [5], [15].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The per-
turbed nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation in DM systems on
which the analysis of intrachannel crosstalk is based is summa-
rized in Section II. We provide an analytical model to describe
nonlinear intrachannel interactions and obtain explicit formulae
to compute energy transfer of “1s” and ghost pulse growth in
“0s” (Section III) and timing shifts (Section IV) in a fixed bit
pattern. Analytical expressions to estimate timing and ampli-
tude jitter are derived in Section V based on the results in Sec-
tions III and IV. In Section VI, we discuss the suppression of
intrachannel interactions by means of distributed amplification.
A more general analytical approach is presented in Section VII,
based on multiple scale method which allows one to study intra-
channel interactions over longer distance even in the presence
of nonzero average dispersion and prechirp.
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II. PERTURBEDNONLINEAR SCHRÖDINGEREQUATION
Propagation of optical pulses in DM fibers in the presence of
loss and amplification is described by the perturbed NLS equa-
tion
(2.1)
where all the quantities are expressed in dimensionless units:
, , , with
the characteristic parameters denoted by the subscript, where
and are the retarded time and the propagation distance,
respectively, and denotes the slowly varying envelope of the
optical field. The normalizing variables are determined so that
and where is the non-
linear coefficient. We write the signal pulse centered at
as , where is the bit interval and is the integer repre-
senting the location of the bit slot. The functions and
describe the local group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of the fiber
and the variation of power due to loss and amplification, respec-
tively, which are both periodic in (with period and , re-
spectively; in this paper, we consider the case unless
otherwise mentioned), and ( denotes the path-av-
erage over ) so that the path-average peak power of pulses is
fixed. The nonlinear coefficient for lumped amplification
based on erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is given by
(2.2)
where so that , is the
dimensionless loss coefficient, and . We write the
accumulated dispersion in the form
(2.3)
where is the average dispersion over a period and is a
periodic function with period having zero average
, which also represents the chirp. When is not negligible
but small, the accumulated dispersion can still be approximated
by . In what follows, we consider the case of
unless otherwise mentioned. An analytical model for
is introduced in Section VII.
In order to study nonlinear intrachannel interactions between
the main signal and the adjacent pulses, , , we write
and substitute this into (2.1) to find
the evolution of perturbed by one of the nonlinear terms
:
(2.4)
The perturbation terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of (2.4)
takes two forms, which are either phase-dependent
( ; ) or phase-independent ( ).
As we discuss in Sections III and IV, phase-dependent terms
are responsible for the energy change ofas a result of non-
linear interactions with nonzero bits, , and , whereas
phase-independent terms bring about a timing shift ofdue to
interaction with other nonzero bit .
When at , nonlinear mixing among , , and
can induce the ghost pulse generation at . Assuming
where is the ghost pulse at and
, we find a similar equation as (2.4), but linearized in,
which describes the evolution of the ghost pulse
(2.5)
The integers, and must satisfy a certain condition to sup-
port ghost pulse generation, as we show below.
III. ENERGY TRANSFER ANDGHOSTPULSE GENERATION
In this section, we study the nonlinear interactions due to a
phase-dependent forcing term ( ;
), which yields ghost pulse generationwhen the bit is zero
and amplitude fluctuation of when the bit slot is occupied
by a signal. They are commonly referred to as intrachannel
four-wave mixing (FWM). It should be noted that the phase-in-
dependent terms such as ( ) do not contribute to
the ghost pulse growth or energy exchange, since they maintain
energy. They are instead responsible for frequency and timing
shifts, which will be discussed in Section IV.
A. Phase-Matching Condition
The integers, , representing the bit location of the signals
participating in the intrachannel FWM must satisfy a condition
in order to induce nonlinear mixing withor . This is similar
to the phase-matching condition in WDM systems [16], but now
the frequency matching is replaced by temporal matching.
To obtain the condition in the time domain, let us first con-
sider the simplest case, where the signal pulses are approxi-
mated by delta functions , corresponding
to continuous waves in the frequency domain. Then at a distance
, we have
(3.1)
Employing the Fourier transform
of the nonlinear forcing term
in (2.4) or (2.5) implies that
(3.2)
This indicates that the forcing term has a temporal shift
of . When this coincides with , namely if
(3.3)
then induces the ghost pulse growth or the energy change of
the signal at . When the information bit at is zero,
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the ghost pulse is generated at this location; when the bit is
one, exchanges the energy with, , and .
The extension to more general signal shapes such as Gaus-
sians follows similar lines. If we assume that a signal is given
by a Gaussian pulse of the form
(3.4)
where is constant, we have
(3.5)
, , , and are periodic complex functions with
period . For strong dispersion management, and
hence, the forcing term has the temporal shift
. This is the same phase-matching condition as for the
delta functions.
This phase-matching condition (3.3) is the same as the one
found in [13], [14] for large and constant dispersion fibers. How-
ever, the periodic nature of dispersion management introduces a
further resonance condition, as will be seen in the next subsec-
tion.
B. Energy Transfer
Here, we analyze the energy change of the signaldue to
nonlinear mixing with , , ( ). Differentiating
the energy with respect to , from (2.4) we
have an equation for due to the perturbation
(3.6)
Energy change is computed by inte-
gration of (3.6). Note that we compute for all the possible
integers in a given bit pattern and sum them in
order to take into account the energy exchange betweena d
all the other nonzero bits. The formulae to estimate amplitude
jitter in a random data sequence will be presented in Section V.
Since the average dispersion is small and the pulses
are periodic in because of the periodicity of , and is
varying periodically with the same period, the function
is also periodic in and thus it can be expanded in a Fourier se-
ries of the form .
Integrating this with respect to, we note that the mean term
yields linear growth of the
energy change and the other terms in the Fourier series are re-
sponsible only for residual oscillations and do not amount to
major contributions. As a result, is the dominant cause
for the growth of the energy change; namely grows lin-
early with respect to distance and represents the growth
rate
(3.7)
Thus, we have a resonant growth situation. This does not occur
in the large and constant dispersion fiber configuration [13],
[14].
In general, when the period of and is different,
and on the RHS of (3.6) are
individually represented as a Fourier series with periodand
, respectively
(3.8)
Among the products on the RHS of (3.8), a resonance is pro-
duced from the terms where the phase
is canceled, namely
(3.9)
This is the general condition which yields the resonant growth of
energy change . Hereafter in this paper, we consider only
the case (namely ).
So far, no particular restrictions on the form of the pulse shape
have been imposed in the analysis. In order to obtain explicit
formulae to compute the energy exchange, in the following we
assume that a signal is given by a Gaussian pulse (3.4). After
substituting (3.4)to (3.6), the mean term is found to be
(3.10)
For strong dispersion management, since and hence,
in (3.10), can be approximated by
(3.11)
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a two-step dispersion map.
To model a dispersion map, we consider a symmetric
two-step profile composed of fibers with positive and negative
dispersion written as the periodic extension of
(3.12)
with period (see Fig. 1). In this profile, the dimensionless
map strength [1] is defined as . When ,
(3.11) can be simplified to the following:
(3.13a)
(3.13b)
In the limit of [i.e., ], we note that .
This implies that in a lossless system the energy change is re-
duced substantially. This observation also holds true for general
(where the formulae are more complex). This result suggests
the possibility of improving transmission performance by em-
ploying distributed amplification to suppress intrachannel pulse
interactions, which will be demonstrated in Section VI. (See
also [17], where the amplitude jitter is found to be suppressed
by introducing symmetry in power profile when .)
Finally, the integral (3.13b) can be asymptotically approxi-
mated by the following formula:
(3.14)
where (i.e., we allow large and moderate
values of ), and ,
and
are constants.
Fig. 2. Growth of energy change of the signals in a 111 bit pattern in a lossy
case (  = 10). The solid curves are results of direct numerical simulation of
(2.1) and the dashed curves are the results obtained from (3.7) with (3.10). The
dotted curve shows the energy changeW whenG = 0 obtained from direct
numerical simulation.
When , (3.7) must be modified accordingly. Nev-
ertheless, is found to grow with distance when
is not negligible but . In fact, the analysis of Section VII
shows that the above result is easily modified by replacing
in (3.4) by where we assume ,
, where is the initial chirp. Furthermore, we
note that if (cf. [13], [14]), then the resonant condi-
tion (3.9) is violated.
Fig. 2 shows plots of the energy change of the bits, , and
for the bit pattern “111” ( 0, 1, 2; see the inset) and 0 else-
where, obtained from (3.7) with (3.10) calculated numerically
and from direct simulation of (2.1). The parameters that are used
in the calculation are , , , ,
, and in dimensionless units. With the choice
of ps, W km , 1 mW, i.e.,
km and ps /km, they corre-
spond to the transmission of the pulses with the path-average
peak power 1 mW, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
ps (minimum), and the bit interval ps
(corresponding to the bit rate Gb/s), in a DM fiber with
the period 40 km, ps /km, and the loss 0.22 dB/km.
We note that and from sym-
metry and the conservation of total energy. In this case, the only
combination of integers satisfying the phase-matching condi-
tion is . Good agreement between the an-
alytical and the numerical results can be seen. It should be noted
that over longer distance, as the energy transfer increases, other
effects become important and the assumptions in the model must
be modified. We also show the energy change ofin a lossless
case obtained from direct simulation. As predicted from (3.13),
when suppression of the energy change is observed even
with the same value of path-average signal power as in the lossy
case, which further confirms the analysis.
C. Ghost Pulse Growth
We now solve (2.5) to compute the growth of ghost pulse
due to nonlinear mixing among , , ( ). The
Fourier transform of (2.5) yields
(3.15)
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which is solved as
(3.16)
where . Because
of the periodicity of each function in , this can
be expanded in the Fourier series of the form
. We note that the
mean term
is responsible for the resonant growth of the ghost pulse. The
energy of the ghost pulse increases in proportion to
(3.17)
We note that even if the dispersion contains an average
term , we still find resonant-like growth when
in the map. However, the ghost pulse growth is expected
to be suppressed with sufficiently large such that
.
In the following, we assume a signal given by a Gaussian
pulse (3.4). For strong dispersion management, since
and hence, , can be approximated by
(3.18)




From (3.16) and (3.19), the ghost pulse for largeis, therefore,
approximated by a Gaussian of the form
(3.20a)
(3.20b)
When in (3.12), is simplified to the following:
(3.21)
Fig. 3. Growth of ghost pulse energy at the zero bit in a 1101 bit pattern;
schematically shown in the inset. The solid curve is a result of direct numerical
simulation of (2.1); the dashed curve is the result obtained from (3.17).
Note that, unlike the growth rate of energy change ,
does not vanish in the limit . When , we
find
(3.22)
independently of . Thus, there still remains ghost pulse gener-
ation in a lossless system. However, since (3.22) is asymptot-
ically approximated for large and moderate values of
by
(3.23)
( is the Euler’s constant), and for large and
small or moderate values of, by
(3.24)
the ghost pulse growth is decreasing for largeor .
Fig. 3 shows the ghost pulse growth of the 0 slot in a “1101”
bit pattern ( 2, 1, 0, 1; see the inset) due to interac-
tion among , , and . The energy of the ghost pulse is
calculated from (3.17) and direct simulation of (2.1). The pa-
rameters are the same as in Fig. 2. The combinations of the
integers responsible for the ghost pulse standing at are
, and .
IV. FREQUENCY AND TIMING SHIFTS
In this section, we study the nonlinear interactions due to a
phase-independent forcing term ( ), which yields
the mean frequency shift of a signal, resulting in a shift in its
temporal position through fiber dispersion. This is commonly
referred to as intrachannel cross-phase modulation (XPM). (See
Appendix A for the frequency shift due to intrachannel FWM,
which turns out to be negligible.)
The frequency and timing shift of due to intrachannel
XPM with is calculated from the equation
(4.1)
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It is convenient to introduce the following integrals: the mean
frequency , and the central
temporal position , where is the
energy of defined in the previous section. Differentiating
and with respect to , from (4.1) we find
(4.2)
(4.3)
The timing shift is obtained by inte-
gration of (4.2) with and using (4.3). Note that, in
general, we compute corresponding to all the possible in-
tegers in a given bit pattern and sum them in order to evaluate
the total amount of timing shift of due to interaction with
all the other “1s.” The analytical expressions to estimate timing
jitter in a random data sequence will be presented in Section IV.





Thus the intrachannel timing shift is composed of two terms:
and . We note that when , the timing
shift is given by alone in (4.4). In the case of zero
average dispersion, this condition corresponds to ,
namely at chirp-free points. Furthermore when ,
. When the pulse is also periodic in, the function
can be expanded in the Fourier series of the
form . It fol-
lows that the mean term
is the dominant cause for the growth of the timing shift; from
(4.4) and (4.6), the timing shift grows linearly:
(4.7)
In the following, we assume a signal given by a Gaussian
pulse (3.4). Substituting (3.4) to (4.2), we have
(4.8)
Note that, for strong dispersion management, and hence
. Thus the linear growth rate of is written
as
(4.9)
In a dispersion map given by a symmetric two-step profile as




where . In the limit of
[i.e., ], we note that , which implies a
significant reduction of the timing shift in the lossless case.
This also holds true for general.
Finally, the integral (4.10b) can be asymptotically approxi-
mated by the following formula:
(4.11)
where (i.e., we allow large and mod-
erate values of ), is the Euler’s constant, and and
are the constants defined below (3.14).
Fig. 4 shows plots of the timing shift of the bits , ,
and for the bit pattern “1101” ( 2, 1, 0, 1), obtained
from (4.7) with (4.9) calculated numerically and from direct
simulation of (2.1). In order to compute the timing shift of,
using (4.7), we need to shift the bit pattern by so
that the central position of is moved to , and relabel
all the bit slots correspondingly. , for instance, is given by
. Once again good agreement be-
tween the analytical and the numerical results can be seen. We
also show the timing shift of in a lossless case obtained from
direct simulation. As predicted, a significant suppression of the
timing shift is observed even with the same value of path-av-
erage power as in the lossy case.
V. TIMING AND AMPLITUDE JITTER
Explicit formulae to compute the timing shift at the chirp-free
points ( ) and the energy change ( ) were obtained by
assuming that average dispersion is small and a signalis
periodic in . When is written as a Gaussian pulse (3.4), from
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Fig. 4. Growth of timing shifts of the signals centered att =  2T (t ),
t =  T (t ) andt = T (t ) in a 1101 bit pattern in a lossy case (  =
10). The solid curves are the results of direct numerical simulation of (2.1) and
the dashed curves are the results obtained from (4.7) with (4.10). The dotted
curve shows the timing shiftt whenG = 0 obtained from direct numerical
simulation.
(4.7) with (4.9) and (3.7) with (3.10), the total amount of timing





where represents encoded binary data of the bit at
which takes either 1 or 0, and is the total number of the in-
teracting pulses. This is estimated as
where .
Because of a random sequence of bits, , and
are random variables and thus, (5.1) and (5.2) allow us to com-
pute the mean value and the variance of and , which
yields timing and amplitude jitter. Timing and amplitude jitter
are given by the variance of the mean temporal position of pulses
and the normalized energy variance, respectively
(5.3)
(5.4)
(here denotes the mean value of the random variable).
Since takes the value 1 and 0 with probability 1/2 from (5.1)
and (5.2) we have
(5.5)
(5.6)
where all sums are taken from to , and 3/16
or 1/16 if for each combination there are three
or four distinct elements, respectively, among the sequence
, and 3/64 or 1/64 if for
each there are four or five distinct elements,
respectively, among .
Calculation of and allows one to estimate the bit error
rate (BER) caused by timing and amplitude jitter without noise
in the following way. Assuming that and follow Gaussian




where ( 0.2–0.4) measures the time-acceptance window size
in the receiver, ( ) and ( ) are the mean value
and standard deviation, respectively, in the level of one (zero) bit
in the received eye diagram, and is the complementary
error function. In (5.8), we assumed and by
neglecting ghost pulse growth in the “0s.” Based on this simple
estimate, in order to achieve BER10 , and must satisfy
the condition ps for and
.
VI. SUPPRESSION BYDISTRIBUTED AMPLIFICATION
It was found in Sections III and IV that in a DM system with
GVD profile shown in Fig. 1, the growth rate of timing shift
and energy change when . This
implies a substantial reduction of timing and amplitude jitter
due to the intrachannel pulse interactions in a lossless system.
This suppression is attributed to the absence of amplification,
which introduces periodicity into the system and in turn brings
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Fig. 5. Power variation of a pulseg(z) within one dispersion management
period with EDFA and Raman amplifiers. The dotted line ishgi.
about strong resonance. It is impossible in practice to fabricate
a lossless fiber; instead, employing distributed amplification is
intuitively expected to be effective in reducing the intrachannel
interactions since it can provide a nearly lossless transmission
line by compensating loss more uniformly. Similar results are
found when is small but nonzero.
We compare two amplification models: lumped amplifica-
tion based on EDFA (2.2) and distributed amplification based
on backward Raman amplifiers. The nonlinear coefficient
for Raman amplifier is given by
(6.1)
where , rep-
resents fiber loss at the pump wavelength, andis determined
so that . The model (6.1) is obtained by solving cou-
pled equations which describe the interaction between signal
and pump power and neglecting the effect of pump depletion
[21]. The two functions are plotted in Fig. 5. As can be seen,
Raman amplification provides a more uniform distribution of
power and effective nonlinearity than EDFA. We remark that the
path-average peak power is assumed to be the same
for EDFA and Raman amplification.
Fig. 6 shows plots of (a) timing jitter and (b) amplitude
jitter versus transmission distance in an EDFA and a Raman
system when and , corresponding to the
period 50 km and ps /km. The initial peak power is
2.72 mW for an EDFA system and 1.7 mW for a Raman system.
Note that the comparison is made with the same value of path-
average power (1 mW) in both systems. The fiber loss at the
signal and pump wavelength is 0.22 dB/km and 0.28 dB/km,
namely and respectively. Other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2. As predicted from the model in the
previous section, both timing and amplitude jitter grow linearly
with respect to distance in an EDFA system. A Raman system is
especially effective in suppressing timing jitter. The insufficient
suppression of amplitude jitter is due to the residual growth of
ghost pulses [see (3.22)], which are generated from the signals,
resulting in the leakage of their energy. The threshold required
for error-free transmission based on the simple estimate [ (5.7),
(5.8) and below] is also plotted in this figure.
Fig. 6. Timing jitter  (a) and amplitude jitter (b) versus transmission
distance fors = 30. The solid and dotted lines are the results of direct
numerical simulation of (2.1) with2   1 PRBS bit pattern in an EDFA and
Raman system, respectively, and the dashed lines are the analytical results for
an EDFA system obtained from (5.5) and (5.6) with (5.1) and (5.2).
The analytical model obtained so far allows us to study how
system performance is limited by intrachannel pulse interac-
tions depending on the value of map strength. Fig. 7 shows the
normalized growth rate of (a) timing and (b) amplitude jitter for
various values of map strength obtained from (5.5) and (5.6)
with (5.1) and (5.2) in a EDFA system. Timing jitter takes the
largest value for moderate values of( 15–20). For larger ,
timing jitter decreases whereas amplitude jitter still remains to
be a potential dominant cause of transmission penalty.
VII. GENERALIZED ANALYTICAL MODEL: MULTIPLE SCALE
APPROACH
In this section, using the multiple scale method, we unify the
analytical framework which has been presented so far and show
how to extend the previous results to more general situations
where and/or the pulse is prechirped. The key idea
behind multiple scale approach is to introduce fast and slow
scales and thus, eliminate fast pulse dynamics due to large and
p riodically varying dispersion [19]. The leading order multiple
scale approximation is found to agree with the analytical model
presented in Sections III and IV.
We start the analysis with the perturbed NLS equation of the
form
(7.1)
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Fig. 7. Normalized growth rate of (a) timing jitter =z and (b) amplitude
jitter =z versus map strengths, obtained from (5.5) and (5.6) with (5.1) and
(5.2) calculated numerically.
where the second and third term of the RHS is intrachannel
XPM and FWM term, respectively, where and
( ) from the phase-matching condition (3.3). In order to
model strong dispersion management, we decompose the GVD
into two parts: a path-average constant and a rapidly
varying function corresponding to local GVD
(7.2)
where is the map period. Note that represents a large
variation about the average due to strong dispersion manage-
ment and thus, the proportionality factor is inserted in front
of . Both and are order one quantities. Since the
perturbed NLS equation with given by (7.2) contains both
slowly and rapidly varying terms, it is convenient to introduce
the fast and slow scales as and , respectively. We
also expand the field ( ) in powers of
(7.3)
The perturbed NLS equation is now broken into a series of equa-
tions corresponding to the different powers of. At the leading
order in the expansion , we have
(7.4)
namely the evolution of the pulse is determined solely by the
large variations of about the average, and nonlinearity
and residual dispersion represent only a small perturbation to
the linear solution. Equation (7.4) can be solved by the Fourier
transform and the solution is given by
(7.5)
where , and
is the integration constant in terms ofand repre-
sents the slowly evolving amplitude of , whose exact form
is determined from the higher order in the expansion.




which is written in a more convenient form as
(7.7)
In order to remove secularities, namely to avoid resonant growth
of so that the expansion of in powers of in (7.3) is
remained to be well ordered, we require the following condition:
(7.8)






and is a kernel
representing the structure of the dispersion profile and a function
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of . In a lossless system (i.e., when ), the kernel
for a two-step dispersion profile shown in Fig. 1 is found to be
(7.11)
When , the kernel for the two-step dispersion
map depends on the relative location of the amplifier within one
dispersion map period ( ) and [20]
(7.12)
In particular, when and , (7.12) reduces to
(7.13)
If we keep only the term in (7.9), this is reduced to the
DMNLS equation obtained in [19], which governs the long-
scale evolution of a single pulse in DM systems.
We now apply (7.9) to study nonlinear intrachannel
interactions. Since the energy of is computed by
in the frequency do-
main, the energy change is obtained from
(7.14)
When , this formula agrees with (3.7) (see Ap-
pendix B). Equation (7.14), however, provides a more general
result when and the pulse is prechirped by the cumu-
lative dispersion . We compute by rewriting as
(7.15)
and substituting to (7.10c) and (7.14). Further-
more, when we take a limit , this equation allows one to
describe the evolution of energy change in a highly dispersed
system [13], [14], i.e., large and constant dispersion fibers.
Similarly, the frequency shift of is also computed
from (7.9). Noting that the mean frequency is given by
, we find the frequency
shift due to the XPM term to be calculated from
(7.16)
When , this agrees with (4.2) with the RHS replaced by
its path-average (see Appendix C). The timing shift ofis then
computed by substituting this to (4.5) and (4.6). The detailed
analytical treatment of multiple scale approach will be presented
in future publications.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have developed an analytical model which clarifies fun-
damental properties of nonlinear intrachannel pulse interactions
in quasi-linear DM transmission systems. Periodic dispersion
management with small average dispersion results in a resonant
situation because of periodic forcing due to lumped amplifica-
tion [see (3.9)] supported by phase matching in the time domain
(3.3). This energy exchange process is fundamentally analogous
to nonlinear quartet resonance in dispersive waves (i.e., FWM)
which appears in a variety field of physics and engineering such
as those occur in water waves (cf. [22]). Simple analytical ex-
pressions to estimate timing and amplitude jitter are obtained
and compared favorably with the result of direct numerical sim-
ulation of the full system. Substantial suppression of transmis-
sion penalties may be possible by the employment of distributed
Raman amplification, which minimizes the resonant process.
Finally, the multiple scale approach for nonlinear intrachannel
interactions is expected to provide a unified analytical frame-
work describing long-scale dynamics of intrachannel nonlinear
effects.
APPENDIX A
FREQUENCYSHIFTS DUE TO INTRA-CHANNEL FWM
In Section IV, we computed frequency and timing shifts due
to phase-independent (intrachannel XPM) terms (
). We show here that frequency shift caused by phase-depen-
dent (intrachannel FWM) terms ( ; )
vanishes and thus, they are not responsible for timing jitter. Dif-
ferentiating with respect to
, from (2.4) we find
(A.1)
For a signal given by a Gaussian pulse (3.4), (A.1) is written as
(A.2)
Indeed when , (A.2) is reduced to (4.8), i.e.,
due to intrachannel XPM ( ). Note that (A.2) now
contains rapidly oscillating terms due to large , which are
negligible contributions to frequency shift once they are inte-
grated with respect to.
APPENDIX B
ENERGY CHANGE COMPUTEDFROM DMNLS EQUATION
In Section VII, we derived the averaged equation (7.9) which
describes the pulse dynamics and interactions over a slow scale.
Here, we show that the energy change ofdue to interaction
with , , ( ; ) derived from (7.9)
provides the same result as those obtained in Section III when
.
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Equation (7.14) yields
(B.1)
where we referred to the definition of the kernel
. From (7.5), we have
and obtain
(B.2)
By employing the inverse Fourier transform, we find
(B.3)
where we used the identity , and
. Energy change is computed
by integration of (B.3). When , is independent of,
so that the RHS of (B.3) is constant in terms of, and thus
grows linearly with respect to distance
(B.4)
representing the growth rate. The obtained formula agrees with
(3.6) and (3.7).
APPENDIX C
FREQUENCYSHIFT COMPUTEDFROM DMNLS EQUATION
The averaged equation (7.9) derived in Section VII also pro-
vides an analytical framework which allows one to compute the
frequency shift of due to interaction with ( ). Here,
we compute the frequency shift from (7.9) and show that when
this gives the same result as those obtained in Sec-
tion IV.
The numerator of (7.16) yields
(C.1)
where we referred to the definition of the kernel
. From (7.5), we have
(C.2)
By employing the inverse Fourier transform, we find
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(C.3)
where we have used the relations
and . Thus is obtained from (7.16) and (C.3) as
(C.4)
where we used
Note that when , is independent of , so that the
RHS of (C.4) is constant in terms of. Thus the frequency shift
grows linearly with respect to distance,
and the growth rate is given by
(C.5)
which is the path average of the RHS of (4.2).
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